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applicant indicates that the issue is to 
be considered in conjunction with 
other specified issues, the explanation 
will address all such issues. 

(iv) The DRB may reject the appli-
cant’s position on the grounds that 
other specified factors in the case pre-
clude granting relief, regardless of 
whether the DRB agreed with the ap-
plicant’s position. 

(v) If the applicant takes the position 
that the discharge should be changed 
as a matter of equity because of an al-
leged error in a record associated with 
the discharge, and the record has not 
been corrected by the organization 
with primary responsibility for correc-
tive action, the DRB may respond that 
it will presume the validity of the 
record in the absence of such corrective 
action. However, the DRB will consider 
whether it should exercise its equitable 
powers to change the discharge on the 
basis of the alleged error. If it declines 
to do so, the DRB shall explain why the 
applicant’s position did not provide a 
sufficient basis for the change in the 
discharge requested by the applicant. 

(4) When the DRB concludes that ag-
gravating factors outweigh mitigating 
factors, the DRB must set forth rea-
sons such as the seriousness of the of-
fense, specific circumstances sur-
rounding the offense, number of of-
fenses, lack of mitigating cir-
cumstances, or similar factors. The 
DRB is not required, however, to ex-
plain why it relied on any such factors 
unless the applicability or weight of 
such factors are expressly raised as an 
issue by the applicant. 

(5) If the applicant has not submitted 
any issues and the DRB has not other-
wise relied upon an issue of equity for 
a change in discharge, the decisional 
document shall contain a statement to 
that effect, and shall note that the 
major factors upon which the discharge 
was based are set forth in the service 
record portion of the decisional docu-
ment. 

§ 865.113 Recommendations by the Di-
rector of the Personnel Council and 
Secretarial Review Authority. 

(a) The Director of the Personnel 
Council may forward cases for consid-
eration by the Secretarial Reviewing 
Authority (SRA) under rules estab-

lished by the Secretary of the Air 
Force. 

(b) The following categories of 
dicharge review requests are subject to 
the review of the Secretary of the Air 
Force or the Secretary’s designee. 

(1) Cases in which a minority of the 
DRB panel requests their submitted 
opinions be forwarded for consideration 
(refer to § 865.110(h)). 

(2) Cases when required in order to 
provide information to the Secretary 
on specific aspects of the discharge re-
view function which are of interest to 
the Secretary. 

(3) Any case which the Director, Air 
Force Personnel Council believes is of 
significant interest to the Secretary. 

(c) The Secretarial Reviewing Au-
thority is the Secretary of the Air 
Force or the official to whom he has 
delegated this authority. The SRA may 
review the types of cases described 
above before issuance of the final noti-
fication of a decision. Those cases for-
warded for review by the SRA shall be 
considered under the standards set 
forth in § 865.121 and DOD Directive 
1332.28. 

(d) There is no requirement that the 
Director of the Personnel Council sub-
mit a recommendation when a case is 
forwarded to the SRA. If a rec-
ommendation is submitted, however, it 
should be in accordance with the guide-
lines described below. 

(e) Format for Recommendation. If a 
recommendation is provided, it shall 
contain the Director’s views whether 
there should be a change in the char-
acter of or reason for discharge (or 
both). If the Director recommends such 
a change, the particular change to be 
made shall be specified. The rec-
ommendation shall set forth the Direc-
tor’s position on decisional issues sub-
mitted by the applicant in accordance 
with the following: 

(1) Adoption of the DRB’s Decisional 
document. The recommendation may 
state that the Director has adopted the 
decisional document prepared by the 
majority. The Director shall ensure 
that the decisional document meets 
the requirements of this regulation. 

(2) Adoption of the Specific State-
ments From the Majority. If the Direc-
tor adopts the views of the majority 
only in part, the recommendation shall 
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cite the specific matter adopted from 
the majority. If the Director modifies a 
statement submitted by the majority, 
the recommendation shall set forth the 
modification. 

(3) Response to Issues Not Included in 
Matter Adopted From the Majority. 
The recommendation shall set forth 
the following if not adopted in whole or 
in part from the majority: 

(i) The issues on which the Director’s 
recommendation is based. Each such 
decisional issue shall be addressed by 
the Director in accordance with 
§ 865.112 of this subpart. 

(ii) The Director’s response to items 
submitted as issues by the applicant 
under § 865.111 of this subpart. 

(iii) Reasons for rejecting the conclu-
sions of the majority with respect to 
decisional issues which, if resolved in 
the applicant’s favor, would have re-
sulted in greater relief for the appli-
cant than that afforded by the Direc-
tor’s recommendation. Each issue shall 
be addressed in accordance with 
§ 865.112 of this subpart. 

(f) Copies of the proposed decisional 
document on cases that have been for-
warded to the SRA (except for cases re-
viewed on the DRB’s own motion with-
out the participation of the applicant 
or the applicant’s counsel) shall be pro-
vided to the applicant and counsel or 
representative, if any. The document 
will include the Director’s rec-
ommendation to the SRA, if any. Clas-
sified information shall be summa-
rized. 

(g) The applicant shall be provided 
with a reasonable period of time, but 
not less than 25 days, to submit a re-
buttal to the SRA. An issue in rebuttal 
consists of a clear and specific state-
ment by the applicant in support of or 
in opposition to the statements of the 
DRB or Director on decisional issues 
and other clear and specific issues that 
were submitted by the applicant. The 
rebuttal shall be based solely on mat-
ters in the record when the DRB closed 
the case for deliberation or in the Di-
rector’s recommendation. 

(h) Review of the Decisional document. 
If corrections in the decisional docu-
ment are required, the decisional docu-
ment shall be returned to the DRB for 
corrective action. The corrected 
decisional document shall be sent to 

the applicant and counsel or represent-
ative, if any, but a further opportunity 
for rebuttal is not required unless the 
correction produces a different result 
or includes a substantial change in the 
discussion by the DRB or Director of 
the issues raised by the majority or the 
applicant. 

(i) The Addendum of the SRA. The de-
cision of the SRA shall be in writing 
and shall be appended as an addendum 
to the decisional document. 

(1) The SRA’s Decision. The addendum 
shall set forth the SRA’s decision 
whether there will be a change in the 
character of or reason for discharge (or 
both); if the SRA concludes that a 
change is warranted, the particular 
change to be made shall be specified. If 
the SRA adopts the decision rec-
ommended by the DRB or the Director, 
the decisional document shall contain 
a reference to the matter adopted. 

(2) Discussion of Issues. In support of 
the SRA’s decision, the addendum shall 
set forth the SRA’s position on 
decisional issues, items submitted by 
an applicant and issues raised by the 
DRB and the Director. The addendum 
will state that: 

(i) The SRA has adopted the Direc-
tor’s recommendation. 

(ii) The SRA has adopted the pro-
posed decisional document prepared by 
the DRB. 

(iii) If the SRA adopts the views of 
the DRB or the Director only in part, 
the addendum shall cite the specific 
statements adopted. If the SRA modi-
fies a statement submitted by the DRB 
or the Director, the addendum shall set 
forth the modification. 

(3) Response to Issues Not Included in 
Master Adopted From the DRB or the Di-
rector. The addendum shall set forth 
the following if not adopted in whole or 
in part from the DRB or the Director: 

(i) A list of the issues on which the 
SRA’s decision is based. Each such 
decisional issue shall be addressed by 
the SRA. This includes reasons for re-
jecting the conclusion of the DRB or 
the Director with respect to decisional 
issues which, if resolved in the appli-
cant’s favor, would have resulted in 
change to the discharge more favorable 
to the applicant than that afforded by 
the SRA’s decision. 
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(ii) The SRA’s response to items sub-
mitted as issues by the applicant will 
be in accordance with § 865.111 of this 
subpart. 

(4) Response to Rebuttal. (i) If the SRA 
grants the full change in discharge re-
quested by the applicant (or a more fa-
vorable change), that fact shall be 
noted, the decisional document shall be 
addressed accordingly, and no further 
response to the rebuttal is required. 

(ii) If the SRA does not grant the full 
change in discharge requested by the 
applicant (or a more favorable change), 
the addendum shall list each issue in 
rebuttal submitted by an applicant and 
shall set forth the response of the SRA 
under the following: 

(A) If the SRA rejects an issue in re-
buttal, the SRA may respond in ac-
cordance with the principles in § 865.112 
of this subpart. 

(B) If the matter adopted by the SRA 
provides a basis for the SRA’s rejection 
of the rebuttal material, the SRA may 
note that fact and cite the specific 
matter adopted that responds to the 
issue in rebuttal. 

(C) If the matter submitted by the 
applicant does not meet the require-
ments for rebuttal material in para-
graph (g) of this section, that fact shall 
be noted. 

(j) Index Entries. Appropriate index 
entries shall be prepared for the SRA’s 
actions for matters that are not adopt-
ed from the DRB’s proposed decisional 
document. 

§ 865.114 Decisional document. 
(a) A decisional document shall be 

prepared for each review conducted by 
the DRB. 

(b) At a minimum, the decisional 
decument shall contain: 

(1) The date, character of, and reason 
for discharge or dismissal certificate 
issued to the applicant upon separation 
from the military service, including 
the specific regulatory authority under 
which the discharge or dismissal cer-
tificate was issued. 

(2) The circumstances and character 
of the applicant’s service as extracted 
from military records and information 
provided by other government author-
ity or the applicant, such as, but not 
limited to: 

(i) Date of enlistment (YYMMDD). 

(ii) Period of enlistment. 
(iii) Age at enlistment. 
(iv) Length of service. 
(v) Periods of unauthorized absence. 
(vi) Conduct and efficiency ratings 

(numerical or narrative). 
(vii) Highest rank achieved. 
(viii) Awards and decorations. 
(ix) Educational level. 
(x) Aptitude test scores. 
(xi) Incidents of punishment pursu-

ant to Article 15, Uniform Code of Mili-
tary Justice (including nature and date 
of offense or punishment). 

(xii) Conviction by court-martial. 
(xiii) Prior military service and type 

of discharge received. 
(3) A list of the type of documents 

submitted by or on behalf of the appli-
cant (including a written brief, letters 
of recommendation, affidavits con-
cerning the circumstances of the dis-
charge, or other documentary evi-
dence), if any. 

(4) A statement whether the appli-
cant testified, and a list of the type of 
witnesses, if any, who testified on be-
half of the applicant. 

(5) A notation whether the applica-
tion pertained to the character of dis-
charge, the reason for discharge, or 
both. 

(6) The DRB’s conclusions on the fol-
lowing: 

(i) Whether the character of or the 
reason for discharge should be changed. 

(ii) The specific changes to be made, 
if any. 

(7) A list of the items submitted as 
issues on DD Form 293 or expressly in-
corporated therein and such other 
items submitted as issues by the appli-
cant that are identified as inadvert-
ently omitted under § 865.106(g)(4). If 
the issues are listed verbatim on DD 
Form 293, a copy of the relevant por-
tion of the form may be attached. 
Issues that have been withdrawn or 
modified with the consent of the appli-
cant need not be listed. 

(8) The response to items submitted 
as issues by the applicant under the 
guidance in § 865.111. 

(9) A list of decisional issues and a 
discussion of such issues under the 
guidance of § 865.112. 

(10) Minority views, if any, when au-
thorized under the rules of the Sec-
retary of the Air Force. 
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